UDS: Uniform Data System

UDS Training Resources Available for Beginner Users

The following resources and trainings are recommended to assist beginner users of UDS reports and data. There are several other resources available to assist you in UDS reporting. Please visit the UDS Training Website or HRSA’s Health Center Data & Reporting page to view all available resources.

GENERAL RESOURCES

» Interested in attending an in-person training to learn about the UDS? Visit our training website to find a session near you.

» Looking for written guidance on the annual Uniform Data System (UDS) reporting requirements for all health centers in the Health Center Program? Access the 2019 UDS Reporting Instructions.

» Need clarification on key terms used for UDS table reporting, changes from the prior year, helpful hints for completing UDS tables, or cross table considerations? Check out Quick Fact Sheets, available for each table.

» Interested in expert input through email or phone on UDS content, definitions, or use of UDS data? Contact the UDS Support Line at 1-866-837-4357 or udshelp330@bphcdata.net (available 8:30 – 5:00 PM EST Monday - Friday)

» Not sure which support line to call with your question? Check out our Support Center Information guide to contact the right center.

BEGINNER CLINICAL RESOURCES

» Interested in learning about the clinical services provided by and performance of health center programs? Take our Online Training Module 3 - Clinical Services and Performance

» Want to log into USHIK to view eCQM measure specifications? Access their website here.

» Looking for detailed information on Table 6b and Table 7’s Clinical Measures, including changes from the prior year and reporting tips? Review the Clinical Measures Handout.
BEGINNER FINANCIAL REPORTING RESOURCES

» Interested in learning about the operational costs and revenues of health center programs? Take our Online Training Module 4 - Operational Costs and Revenues.

» Looking for common issues in the reporting of UDS financial tables? View our financial handout here.

» Interested in learning more about reporting donations on the UDS? View our Donations handout for guidance.

BEGINNER ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES

» Interested in an interactive overview of the UDS? Take our Online Training Module 1 - UDS Overview.

» Interested in learning about the patients health centers serve? Take our Online Training Module 2 - Patient Characteristics.

» Interested in learning tips and tricks for successful data collection and submission process? Take our Online Training Module 5 - Submission Success.

» Looking to learn more about the EHBs? Watch the EHB demo.